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Title word cross-reference

2 [Dra97]. 2 × 2 [ATL92]. 1 [BHK91]. 2 [CS95a, Tsu95]. 3 [Hun98]. p
[Ekh90, KJ99]. pk [FW92, KJ99, WMF91]. pm [KJ99]. A
[GTK97a, HK93, SA99]. α [PTP92]. AR(1) [KS98, Mag91, TW98].
ARMA(1,1) [Ros93]. X [PR94]. β [Pli90]. c pk [PC96]. c s [PC97]. χ 2 [NM98].
D [MY98]. F [Din97, Gui90, Sut90, Viv90]. Γ [VI94]. i × j [PKD99]. K
[Kha97, Hor98]. K(> 2) [TP90]. L B [TJ94]. L I [Dun92, HC97]. L 2 [Dha92].
LB [TJ90]. M [Hil91, HW96, Kha97, Won92, Abo92, SM98b]. MA(1)
[AMJM96]. P [Bri93, AW96]. S U [Cas98]. SETAR(2; 1, 1) [Lim99]. t [Aka95,
BD97, Bla91, DM93, Fan94, KTV94, KK91, Lee92, O’G97, Sut90, Vau92]. T 2
[CMY99, RJ91]. × [LU95]. W [Rah99]. x [SSM98].

-chart [PR94]. -CUSUM [Dra97]. -distance [Dha92]. -distribution
[Aka95, KTV94, Vau92, Gui90]. -Estimates [HW96]. -estimation
[SM98b, Hii91]. -estimators [Abo92, Won92]. -intercept [SSM98].
-test [O’G97, Sut90]. -values [AW96, Br93]. -variate [Hor98].

1 [GK92, Jai92, RM96].

2 [JR96, Kan93, Mar98, SK93].

3 [Don96].

Abbott [Hoe91]. absolute [RRN91, RKN91b, WZ98]. abundant [ALN95].
Accelerated [Hai94, AGAA98, BLN94, LW99]. Acceptable [GS90b, GS92].
Acceptance [SR97a, HM92, Lin99]. accounts [Mor99]. accuracy [CGR99, OR95, Wen96].
Accurate [CT99]. Act [SK93]. ad [SS98]. ad-hoc [SS98].
Adapting [SW98b]. Adaptive [AG98, SRHW99, Dia99, OLH97, O’G96, O’G97, ON96, Phi98, Ste93, TPSS99].
admissibility [CV94]. affine [Vid93]. against [Cha90, FHB98, GD95, LW94, ND97, TDTC93, Tsu95, Wen96]. age [AWH93]. agglomerative [CV94]. Algorithm [HW96, LK90, AL96, AAA97, Cut93, Din94, GS94, HL90, KH92, LK95, LEKR97, Lim95, MMM95, ME94, MABL90, Mor92, Ngu93, Rac93, Was93].
algorithm [Fan94, Hlr97]. allocation [TB99]. alphabet [Sch96, SX97].
alternative [Bed95, Cha90, HD94, Nis97, SM98b, TH99, Tsu95, Wol96].
alternatives [FH98, ND97, Och93, SSW95]. among [KJ99, Sof99].
Approximation [AGV96, Cas98, Aka95, BD97, Bog93, CT99, FWW98, Pen95, SMR95, Zhe95].


collected [MT91].
combinations [Wan91].
combined [PBB95]. Combining [Sch93, RGU97].
Comments [Smi99a]. committing [HEB93].
commonly [BGDH90, GB97, Wee96].
commonly [Sho97]. commonly-used [Sho97].
Comparative [PKD99, BA93, KW96b, YY96].
Comparing [KC95, Wil90a, Wil90b, And91, AMH92, BS94a, Che94, DM93].
Comparison [Bri90, DP90, Dor93a, Hil93, LN94, PCH97, Van90, AC98, BN98, BGDH90, CR97, DLP94, DM95, EHA94, Hir97, KAKW98, KH96, Mad97, O97, S95, SIC97, So99, SK91, SKKBK98, WAD+92, WZ98, WW98, WC99].
Comparisons [Bri90, DS91, HS90, SW90, ALM93, BF92, Bri93, Che93, CMY99, DG94, HEB93, HO94, Ken90, RW96, SE93a, Sea97, TI90, WG99].
complete [Ano94a, SD96, TP90]. completion [KDM96]. component [Boi96]. Components [Wan90a, Wan90b, KG91, MMM95, SC93b, Wal90, YSM94]. composite [GL97]. compound [Has95]. Computation [Dia92, KAS90, SJN91, Bar98, CS95a, CGR99, GT90, Sal97].
Computational [AWE92, Fan94, Fan99, CAF96]. Compute [HS90, ME94]. Computer [BK91, ORR90, CFBGM+97, Ong92]. computers [Wo92]. Computing [Gui90, KL90, Par92a, Par92b, DG94, Din94, Din97, Dor93b, Had98, Str97].
concavity [LW94]. concept [Yeh96]. concurrent [RDW96]. condition [Far92, MX92]. Conditional [GH91, AY90, Raj92, Sch96, SX97, VC99].
Confidence [CFMM95, LOSB90, PB94, Rye92, Wan90a, Wan90b, Adk90, ABL90, ATT97, CC99, CT93, Cor97, DS91, FW92, GS90a, KG91, Luc96, MJ97, NH97, PSCY97, SY93, SF94, TG93, VC97, VC99, Wan91, WM91, Yeh96].
configurations [HG98]. conforming [XGX97]. confounding [BS94a].
constructing [CFBM+97, CK95a, Ng93, Phi90]. construction [Kan93, MY98]. contamination [Won92]. contemporaneous [RDW96].
contestants [Cro90]. contingency [LU95, PKD99]. continuity [ATL92, SWFK96]. Continuous [Was90, KH92]. contoured [GK97a].
contribution [RS90]. Control [Bri90, Gar90, KC95, A99, AS91, BM96b, Bri93, Cas98, CL94, Che93, Che94, CW96, DW94, Gar94, HL92, HEB93, KL90, LCW95, Luc97, MZ91, MP98, PTP92, PCH97, SE93a, SAL92, SAS91, SS95, SW98b, SA94, TG93, VR97, Wik97, XGX97]. controlled [Con92].
controllers [SRH99]. controls [RL90]. convergence [Rod99]. convex [Mit93].
Correlated [Gil90, BG95, Her97, JK98, LM94, OA94, PA94, Sch92, SIC97, SS95, TQK97, YPW94]. Correlation [Ame90, KP90, AKJ97, Ano90, Ong92, PS99, SC93a, SH93, SG92, SL97, SU92, VR97, Vau90, WCWB96, dK96].

discretized [dOP99]. discriminant
[AK91, Dor93a, Hou93, Len94, PK95, Ren92, RFL91]. dispersion [KT92].
distance [CAF96, Dha92, HS94, KS96, PBB95, PHB97]. distance-based [CAF96].
dispersal [KT92]. dispersion [FR93, KT92, Sho99]. Distributed [DG90, Fa199, SKG96].
Distribution [ASA90, BSG98, Bri90, BY90, Gui90, KAS90, KC95, Viv90, AGAA98, ABL90, Ak95, AK93b, Ay90, ABW9+96, BC92a, BC92b, Bar98, BN94, Bet93, BDF90, BT92, Bog93, BKS92, Cas98, CS95a, CTH+94, jCM97, Cor97, Din97, DS91, DSW96, EDMY91, EDMA9S97, ET93, Fum97, FL92, FWW98, GSG98, Haw92, Hoe91, Hor98, HL90, JG95, KDM96, KD99, KH92, KTV94, KA99, KL90, KK91, KTV94, M99, NK96, LW93, Mar98, MST93, Nar91, Ong98, Pan92, Phi90, RKN91a, RG96b, SM91, SG92, Sho97, Sho98, SM91, TA92, VU92, VC97, Wol96, Woo94]. Distribution-Free [Bri90, BT92, RG96b]. distributional [FR95]. Distributions [ORR90, Per90, TJ90, AT97, App95, AWEBW92, ABW9+96, BD97, BS94b, Cas98, CK95a, jCM97, Don96, DN97, EDMY91, Fan94, Gar94, Gor90, HD98, Hol95, HS94, KDM96, KH92, KK99, KTTB92, LS98, Luc94, Lye93, MZ91, MR96, OM95, Pan92, Par99, PHB97, PC97, dOP99, RG96a, RKN91, RKN91b, RR99, SX97, SG93b, Sh99, SE93b, Sho99, SK91, SR97a, Sw94, TJ94, TW98, Wil90b, Zhe95, dK96]. distributions [KT92]. disturbances [CP97, DM90, HAS95]. divergence [PVEP97, Par99, Rod99]. divisibility [KH92]. domain [CH99]. Donoho [Mur99]. dose [APN91, MF93]. dose-ranging [MF93]. dose-response [APN91]. double [AS95, GS92, RHN91, SAS91, SA90]. doubly [EDMA9S97, KK91]. driven [MS98]. drug [WW98]. dynamic [BM96a, LW99, WS93]. dynamics [DG94].
Edgeworth-adjusting [Mag91]. editor [Aka97, Smi99a]. editor-in-chief [SMi99a].
Editorial [ANO90, CHe93, FR93, GB90, HZBW91, MF93, Ros93, TB99, Wan92].
Effect [PK95, ZW93, Ch93, O’C95, PJ99, SW98a, SC93a, TO97]. effects [ANO90, CHe93, FR93, GB90, HZBW91, MF93, Ros93, TB99, Wan92].
efficacy [MF93]. Efficiency [CG93, CT91, Jai92, LN94, Vid93]. Efficient [CS95a, DL97, LK90, DG94, Din94, Fro91, GT90, Rac93, Sam99, VI94, Was93].
eight [SH93]. elliptic [Su90]. Elliptically [GK97a]. Empirical [BS93, KO90, LL92, AL93, AC98, CW96, DN97, HS97, KTV94, MK92, Nai96, SH93].

Errata [Ano94f, Sug94]. Error [Hun90, Pli90, BS93, CH95, CR97, Dor93a, DG96, Fro91, Hs96, HE93, KJ98, PB94, RFL91, SJ91, SJNM91, T900]. 


identical [CL91, Wil90b]. Identification [CT92, LH97]. identity [KTV94].

ii [BC92b, CC98b, LLGG97, RJ91, T94, TP90, USS96, Vau90]. iid [DSW96].

III [LLGG97]. illustration [BRB95]. implementation [RC95, Sa95].


Improving [BRB95, Meh97, Zha94]. Imputation [GB90]. include [Hi91].

incomplete [AC97, NGu93, PC94]. incorrectly [KJ98]. indefinite [CH94].

independence [ALM93, Bar94]. independent [An91, AMH92, GB97, Jai91, Ken90, LGG9].


inference [AC98, BA93, CC98b, KHW93, LW99, PBB95, PA94, PC94, SM91, SK90].

Inferences [SE93b, Fan94]. Influence [Wa90, Far92, GL97, Gra93, Hut90, Lav92]. influential [CT92].

Information [ASA90, HOJ97, Sun90, PSM95, Shso98, Swa92, YSY96].


intercept [SSM98]. interim [HPL95]. intermediate [Bog93].


interpretation [AKJ97, BJ94]. Interquartile [Shs99]. intersection [KH96].

interval [CH95, SO95, SSM98, All99, CC99, FR95, GPPL99, PSCY97, PCH97, TG93].

Intervals [Wan90a, Wan90b, Adk90, ATT97, CFBGM+97, CT93, CFM95, DS91, FT93, GS90a, Luc96, MJ97, MR96, Nis97, ON96, PB94, SAL92, SY93, SAS91, SF94, VC97, VC99, Wan91, Wan92, WMF91]. intraclass [All99].


investigation [MX92]. involution [Kro97]. Invoking
[GS90b, JG95, MW94]. **Issues** [Gou97]. **items** [XGX97]. **iterated** [PSCY97]. **Iterative** [HW96, AMJM96, APN91].


Kalman [RC95]. **Kaplan** [CK95b, FZL98]. **kappa** [All99, BRB95]. kernel [Rac93]. Kernels [LK90]. Kiefer [Bar94]. known [Dor93b, ET93].

Kolmogorov [KSS96, Mar98]. Kriging [BP97]. Kullback [ASA90, Swa92].


M [Jai92]. M/G/1 [Jai92]. MANOVA [BN98, SKBK98]. MANOVA-type
marginal [PA94, Rod99, TQK97]. Marginals
[ORR90, LG99, Ong92]. Markov [GT99, MLA +99, PR96, RLR98, THWL97].
matched [NS96]. Matching [Was90]. math [HN95]. mathematical
[BHK91]. matrices [Dor93b, PS99, RR94, Sug93, Sug94]. Matrix
[TI90, dCQAC97, BP97, Had98, Hut90, Mor99, Sal97, Sal99]. maxima
[BG95]. Maximum
[Agr95, BY90, CA98, Gor90, RLR98, Won92, AMJM96, AWEBW92, BG95,
KK97, RRN94, SJ91, SH98, SG93b, SA99, Tay90, YSM94]. MCMC [Alb96].
Mean [Fro91, Pi90, BGDH90, CC99, Fan94, GPPL99, GB97, Hai96, KW99,
KPA91, LN94, PSMR95, SJ91, Smi90, TG93, TYF98, TI90, Vid93, VC97,
Wan91, Wei96, YSY96]. mean-squared [Hai96]. mean-squared-error
[SJ91]. means [AW96, And91, AMH92, Ano94a, BC92a, BS97, CGR99,
HG98, Ken90, Mac94, PVEP97, Ste93, Wil90b, Zhe92]. Measure
[ASA90, Gra93]. measured [SC93a]. measurement [NGM98].
measurements [Gen91, HZBW91, KAKW98]. Measures
[Wil90a, BuH97, EK93, HS97, JK98, LY94, NS99, Rav94, Rod99, Sch94].
Measuring [GL97]. mechanisms [PC94]. median
[Blo98, Cas98, DSW96, Gan94]. Meier [CK95b, FZL98]. meta [SWFK96].
meta-analysis [SWFK96]. metaanalysis [Zha94]. metamodels [SS95].
method [AH95, CW96, DG94, Dev92, Din97, Dor93b, Had98, Hi91, HD94,
HK90b, KD99, KW96a, KR98, MABL90, OR92, PJ99, SS98, SR97b].
methodologies [YY96]. methodology [SE93a]. Methods
[KP90, Mur98, And91, AMH92, BS94a, FW99, GT99, JY97, Kar93, PSCY97,
Sam99, SO95, SIC97, SM98c, SK91, SKBK98, WAD +92]. Metric [CV94].
[Bed95]. might [SA95]. minimal [Pur94]. Minimax [HAS98, Vid93, VI94].
minimization [AAA97]. minimizing [Blo98]. Minimum
[GS90b, UN95, Dha92, PBB95, TPSS99]. Misclassification [Hou93, Dor93b].
Mises [Hol95, KSS96, RL96, SK91, Woo94]. missing [GH91, HD98].
Misspecified [RJ91, Fir91, GK97b]. mixed [Ong98, Wol93]. mixing
[LM94, Phi90]. Mixture [Ame90, AWEBW92, AWBW +96, CA98, jCM97,
Czi92, JY97, MM95, MR96, Par99, Phi98]. mixtures [Gor90, SK91]. ML
[RNA91a]. MLES [BH94]. mode [SH98]. Model
[Gil90, Koz90, TQK97, All96, And94, AP91, BS99, BSB97, BJ94, BS93,
Bro97, CH95, CPS97, Chr99, Cz91, CAF96, Dha92, DS91, DG96, DMS99,
Dun92, Fro91, Fuk94, FN98, GK97a, GS94, Hal96, HS97, HOJ97, Kui96,
LW96, LY94, MMM95, MF93, PB94, Pen95, Pur94, RK99, RLR98, RBL91,
SC93b, ST93, SF94, Taa97, TB99, TW98, TA92, Wan92, WS93, dK96].
Modeling [LWC91, HK90b, Mur98, SW98a]. modelling [BR95]. Models
[Hun90, KO90, KP90, AC98, AMJM96, AK93b, AH95, AG98, dCQAC97,
BLN94, BM96a, BG93, CD93, CP92, CCN98, CNCF98, Fuk94, Gar94,
GT99, GK97b, HD98, Her97, HZBW91, KG91, KW96b, Larr92, LU95, LV99,
LM97, MLA +99, MP97, PW92, PA94, Rav94, Ros93, Sal97, Sal99, SF93,
SC92, SIC97, Tay90, Wan97, Wol93, YPW94, Zhe98]. Modification
[Mar98, Bar94]. **Modifications** [KSS96, PK95, KJ99]. **Modified** [Gan90, GKG92, ALM93, HKT93, JC96, O’G96, Pla98, Sea97]. **moment** [JC96, KDM96, TW98]. **Moments** [EDMY91, AH95, BKS92]. **Monitoring** [Gan90, HRM99, LCW95, Was93]. **Monte** [AH95, BF92, CGR99, DP90, Die92, EK93, Fuk94, GT99, Gll90, HCNA97, JLPR99, Phi98, Sam99, Sch93, Tan99, WAD+92, ZB94]. **Monte-Carlo** [WAD’92]. **Morgenstern** [SG92]. **most** [HEB93]. **MOSUMSQ** [Tör90]. **Moving** [Gan90, AS91, Dun92, DSW96, MP98, SAL92, SAS91]. **MPS** [SG93b]. **multicollinearity** [LW96]. **multidimensional** [NR95]. **multigroup** [SG93a]. **multiletter** [Sch96]. **multimodal** [Cer92, Hol95, Lye93]. **multinomial** [Hir97, MJ97, MABL90, Mor92, Mor99, WC90]. **multinormal** [Ken90]. **multinormality** [Sug93, Sug94]. **multiparameter** [HKT93]. **Multiple** [Ame90, Bri90, HS90, WC99, Bed95, DG94, DMS99, GL99, HEB93, HO94, KC96, HK96, NS96, OR95, RW96, SE93a, Sea97]. **multiplicative** [BS99, SC92, SC93b]. **multiplier** [AK93b, CNF95]. **multiply** [US96]. **multisymbol** [SX97]. **Multivariate** [Ame90, HRM99, RR92, BM96a, BS99, BG93, Car98, CK95a, CL94, CR97, Dre90, HS97, HL93, KTV94, LML94, LG99, MRS91, NH97, OR92, PW92, RW97, RS90, SA95, SFG+91, SW98b, TH99, Vid93, dK96]. **MVU** [ET93].

N [LU95]. **natural** [HB98]. **nature** [FW92]. **Nearly** [DG90, CC99, ND97]. **negative** [AY90, BKS92, Fam97, MST93]. **neighbour** [MN91]. **nested** [AH95, ME91, PB94, Sch93]. **Newton** [Din97]. **Neyman** [Zhe95]. **noise** [GD95]. **noisy** [LH97]. **Non** [KA90, Aka95, And91, AH95, CL91, CP92, CC98, DM90, GT99, HB98, L96, PC94, PSCY97, RG97, Sch93, SK93, Wil90b]. **non-asymptotic** [And91]. **Non-Central** [KA90, Aka95]. **non-exponential** [CP92, CC98]. **non-Gaussian** [GT99]. **non-homogeneous** [HB98]. **non-identical** [CL91, Wil90b]. **non-iterated** [PSCY97]. **non-nested** [AH95, Sch93]. **non-normal** [DM90]. **non-parametric** [RG97]. **non-random** [PC94]. **non-stationary** [L96]. **non-white** [SK93]. **nonadditive** [SC92, SC93b]. **Noncentral** [Giu90, CH94, CS95a, Din97, FWW98, KK99, KK99]. **Noncentrality** [Giu90, Din94, Din97]. **nonhomogeneous** [LC91]. **nonindependence** [ZWZ93]. **Nonlinear** [Tan99, Chr99, CP92, FN98, GT99, HZBW91, LM97, RL90, SSM98, SS98, Str97]. **nonlinearity** [Rav94]. **nonnormal** [Tan99]. **nonnormality** [Fuk94]. **Nonparametric** [Che93, Don90, GR92, KC95, AS91, AW93, Bar96,Chu95, Dia99, HL92, LH97, MZ91, Rac93, SA99, SS98, Van94, VC97, ZW93]. **nonstationary** [ND97]. **norm** [Gra93]. **Normal** [Ame90, AWEBW92, AWBW+96, BG95, BSB97, BGDH90, Bog93, Cas98, CA98, CL91, CC99, jCM97, De 90, Don96, DM90, Dre90, Fan94, GB97, GS98, Has95, Hor98, LM94, LW94, Mac94, MMM95, ME94, ÖA94, Par99, Par92a, Par92b, Phi98, STY93, Sho97, Ste93, THD98, Vau90, Vid93, Wee96, WC99].
normality [Boi96, HL93, LL92, Men92, Nai96, ÖR92, SG93a]. normalized [GR92]. Normalizing [Viv90, JLPR99]. Note [Czi92, Gui90, AK93b, FW92, Mur99, Ong98, PA94, RGU97, SQ90, Shi99, Sut90, Tho95, Zhe95]. Null [KC95, jCM97]. number [BG93, Bur90, Far92, SX97, SH98, Wol92]. Numerical [Sal97, BS97, Mad97, Sal95, Sal99, THD98].

observation [Her97, SS96]. Observations [Gan90, Mag90, CS95b, DSW96, GL97, OR95, dOP99, Sch92, SK90, SW98b, ZW93]. obtained [Sam99]. OC [Raj92]. occurrence [MR96]. occurs [Gor90]. odds [CT93, Pla98].

omnibus [Zha94]. on-line [CW96]. One [Ale99, ORR90, OM90, RW96, Van94, Car98, Cha90, Che93, CH95, CNBCF98, GW98, HE93, MMM95, MP98, Nis97, PB94, SS96, Wan92, YSM94]. one-fold [PB94]. One-Parameter [ORR90, CNBCF98]. One-sided [Ale99, OM90, RW96, Van94, Cha90, MP98, Nis97]. one-way [Che93, CH95, GW98, Wan92, YSM94]. operating [Luc97]. operational [Fir91]. Optimal [ATL92, EHA94, Lee92, RBL91, TB99, YC93, AWWh93, Boi96, Bro97, CC99, Gan94, HK93, LT95, MY98, Nag90, Ngu93, RF96, RNN94]. Optimality [Ct90]. optimally [KPA91]. Optimization [Kar93, Con92].


protected [KH96]. protein [NS96]. Publication [Smi97b]. pursuit [Kro97]. PWM [Don96].

QSS [GK92]. QSS-1 [GK92]. quadratic
[CH94, Hou93, SJ91, SO95, THD98]. qualitative [Sim95]. Quality
[GS90b, KJ98, Cas98, CGR99, GS92, HL92, NGM98, SA94]. Quandt
[Adj90, Adj91]. Quantiles [MTT90]. Quantile
[KUK96, DLP94, MH98, RL90]. quantiles [GS90a, MP97]. quantitative
[Sim95]. quasi [Taa97]. quasi-likelihood [Taa97]. queueing [Jai92]. Quick
[AS95, GK92]. quotient [BCC97, OA94].

Random [Bur90, LW93, MF93, Ano90, BD93, BK91, CL91, Che94, CH95,
Con92, Dev92, Die92, DE99, Fal99, HZBW91, HD94, ME94, Mor92, PC94,
TB99, Wan92, Wol92]. Random-effects [MF93, Wan92]. Randomization
[KC96]. Randomized [ATT97, Ano94a, Ata99, SD96]. Range
[LOSB90, CL91, God94]. Ranges [Wan90a, Wan90b]. Ranging [MF93]. rank
[Bar93, Bla91, BT92, EK93, HK90b, Hum98, JK98, Kim99, LML94, O’G97,
SF93, Tho95]. rank-like [BT92]. rank-sum [Bla91, O’G97]. ranked
[Bar98, KA99, Sam99, TYF98]. ranked-set [Bar98]. Ranking
[Cr90, KE96]. rankings [LT95]. ranks [Ano94a, Mil91]. Rao [RL95]. rare
[AL99]. rate [RFL91]. rates [CR97, Dor93a, Ren92]. ratio
[AWBW+96, BSG98, jCM97, CT93, FW99, GEA91, Hol91, HD94, HL90,
MX92, MMM95, MW94, Pla98, SSW95, Tay90, WCWB96]. ratios
[OR95]. recapture [Lee96]. reduced [Jai92]. reduction
[BHG94, CCN98, CNBCF98, JC93, PSCY97, RL90]. Reference
[KS96, Wen96]. region [HAS98]. regions [HK93, NH97]. Regression
[HK90a, KP90, Pi90, dCQAC97, Bar96, BA93, BHG94, Cer92, CPS97,
Chr99, Ch95, Ct91, CCN98, CFMM95, Dia99, Die92, DS91, DG96, DMS99,
Ekb90, FT93, Fir91, Fü95, FN98, Gar94, GH91, Gra93, Hal96, HRM99,
HC97, JY97, KC96, LEKR97, LK97, CL97, Mur98, NM98, Och93, OM90,
P94, PA94, Pl98, Rac93, RR94, RUG97, SIl97, SM98c, Str97, TQK97,
Tay90, Wan90, Wil98]. regression-adjusted [HRM99]. regressions
[CA98, Ryc92]. regressors [SA91]. rejection [HD94, RS90]. rejective
[Far92, Jai92, Rau94]. reliability
[AGAA98, AK93a, AAS97, CC98b, GS98, SKG96]. reliable [Luc96].
Renewal [JW90]. repair [Par94]. Repeated [Gee91, AV92, BuH97, EK93,
HS97, HZBW91, KAKW98, NSS99, Sch94, SKBK98]. replacement
[AK93a, AWhW93]. replicate [RL98]. replicated [SK90]. requirements
[All99, ALN95]. Resampling [Chr99, LY94, THWL97]. research [MLA+99].
residual [BG93]. residuals [Kul96]. resolvable [Ngu93]. respect [FZL98].
Response [ST93, AC98, APN91, Ata99, HAS98, KUK96, MC96, PJJ99,
PA94, SJ91, SE93a, TG93, Tay90]. responses [JK98, Mor99]. restricted
AC98, GK97b, Tsu95. restriction LW94. resubmitted GG97.
resultant SMR95. results GK97b, Wil98. review And91, AMH92.
revision HEB93. revised Ata99. Ridge Edl90, HK90a, Pli90, CFMM95, DM90, Fan99, Fir91, Ful95, JY97. Right Mag90, BW97, Cha90, Che94. right-censored Cha90. right-censorship Che94. Rights SK93. risk Mad97. Risks GS90b, PTP92. Robust AR90, BSB97, BA93, cLH97, Mag90, PBB95, PHB97, WAD+92, Ab92, Bér92, GD95, RC95, SF93, ST93, SM98c, Smi90, Str97, YB98. Robustness Ame90, Men92, MST93, SD96, SL97, SA91. role Zhe98. root SU92, TW98. Rosenblatt Bar94. Rotation FH98. rounded dOP99. rounding Ros93, TO97. rule Ata99, Men92. rules ACM94, Dun94, Vid93, Vi94. run ACM94, Gan94, GL99, Haw92, JC93, Sch96, WS93. runs ACM94, SX97, SH98. RV HG98.
s [SH98]. Saddlepoint Pen95, HN95. Sample All99, ALN95, KC95, Koz90, Wil90a, Ab92, Adk90, AK93b, Car98, Cas98, CT93, CP92, Die92, DM90, DM93, FT93, Gou97, GCG95, Hai96, Has95, Jai91, KW96b, LML94, Lee92, MZ91, dFMK92, Nar91, O’G95, O’G96, O’G97, Ogd97, PR94, RB97, RW96, RG96b, San95, SY93, Sch96, SX97, SG92, SKBK98, TF98, TO97, YPW94, ZW93, dK96. sampler GB97. samples And91, AMH92, BK91, CT99, ENN92, FR95, FR93, Gea91, PVEP97, RF96, Sam99, G93a, SG92, TP90, Van90. Sampling Ame90, GS90b, GG97, Was90, ALN95, AS95, Bar98, GK91, GS92, GL99, GS94, HM92, Hs94, JR96, KA99, LW93, Lin99, Nis97, PCH97, Ra92, RM96, SAL92, SAS91, SA90, SR97a, Tan99, YSY96, YC93. Satterthwaite DM95, DM93. Saving CFBGM+97. Scale Per90, BT92, Dun94, RR91, RKN91b, RG96b, TP90, Won92, WC99. schema Fan99. scheme AS91, Bed95. schemes GPPL99, JC93, LY94, SAL92, SA94. scores HK90b, O’G96. Screening NS96, Bet95. search Con92, DMS99, Was93. seasonal BS99, Dun92. second HK93, WS93. second-order HK93. Section SK93. seemingly Ct91. segments NS96. select Bro97. selecting BGDH90, KAKW98. Selection GS90b, GS92, HS90, KG93, KG90, JLP99, AK97, DMS99, Fuk94, GK92, GS94, HOJ97, Kan93, Men92, Mur98, Ra93, RK99, RFL91, SS92, SK92, SA90, W093. selector Chu95. self AG98. self-exciting AG98. Semiparametric SG99. Sen Wil98. Sensitivity FR95, TYF98. sequence Bro97, DSW96, WC90. sequences NS96, Phi90. Sequential AWh93, Dia99, Bet95, Kim94, SS92, TO97. sequentially Sea97. sequentially-rejective Sea97. Serial Ano90, KP90, SL97. serie RDW96. series AV92, AK93b, BS99, Dun92, Kar93, KW96b, LNZ94, LV99, Rav94, RJ91. set Bar98, KA99, Sam99, TYF98. sets BP97, RR94. seven CR97. Several DG90, Che94, KR98, O’G95, WW98. severity Adj90. Shaffer
[Sea97].  **shape** [CC90, ET93, SH98].  **shaped** [FH98].  **shapes** [Wil90b].  **Shapiro** [Rah99].  **Shenton** [BS94b].  **Shewhart** [PTP92, PCH97].  **Shift** [ALS95, VC99].  **Shifted** [SC92, ET93, SC93b].  **Short** [WS93].  **Shrinkage** [RDW96, SKG96, HKT93].  **sided** [Ale99, Bri93, Cha90, MP98, Nis97, OM90, RW96, Van94].  **sign** [Bar98].  **signal** [GD95].  **signals** [KK97].  **significance** [Adj91, LK97].  **similarity** [LY94].  **simple** [BD97, BK91, Cha90, DS91, Fal99, Had98, LGG97, MABL90, Mor92, PB94, VJ94].  **Simulated** [ASA90, Bér92, AAA97, Li96, Sam99].  **Simulation** [Dun94, JC93].  **Simulations** [AMJM96, MS98, RL90].  **Simultaneous** [YY96, MJ97, OM90].  **Single** [CC98a, GS90b, Was90, Fro91, FN98, GK1, HS97, SJ91, YC93].  **single-factor** [HS97, SJ91].  **Single-stage** [CC98a].  **singular** [De 90].  **singularities** [CA98].  **six** [BF92].  **Size** [GW98, All99, ALN95, Got97, Jai91, Lee96, Ogd97, PR94, SKB98, TO97].  **sizes** [Kim94, Lee92].  **skew** [Don96].  **skewed** [EDMY91, LS98, PC97, Sho99].  **skewness** [Hai96, HL93].  **slippage** [SSW95].  **slope** [HAS98, KUK96, SF94].  **Small** [Adk90, CT93, Die92, DM90, DM93, FR93, FT93, GGC95, KC95, Koz90, MZ91, Nar91, San95, YPW94, FR95, Gea91, Has95, RF96, RW97, SY93, SG93a, SKB98].  **Small-sample** [DM93, San95].  **smaller** [Hai96].  **smallest** [DS91].  **Smirnov** [Mar98, RG96b].  **Smith** [Hil94].  **smooth** [cLH97].  **smoothing** [Hut90, Sim95, Wan97].  **smoothness** [Chu95].  **software** [BHK91, Str97].  **solution** [Meh97].  **solutions** [CR97].  **Some** [Abo92, ALM93, CAF96, GK97b, Ros93, SM91, Str97, VT94, BC92b, BN98, CP93, GW98, HCN97, HK93, KW99, KTTB92, KW96b, LL92, MZ91, PK95, Phi98, RR94, Sh99, ZW93].  **sources** [SA95].  **space** [GT99].  **spacings** [SG93b].  **sparse** [BP97, PKD99, SWFK96].  **Spatial** [Sch92, CG93, Taa97].  **SPC** [SRHW99, WS93].  **Spearman** [AC97, SQ90].  **specific** [Her97].  **Specified** [ORR90].  **spectra** [Li96].  **spectral** [RF96].  **Speed** [Luc94].  **spline** [Wan97].  **Splined** [Och93].  **splines** [AGV96, Dia99, GR92, Hut90].  **Square** [KAS90, Fro91, GB90, KK99, TI90].  **Squared** [KG90, PI90, ATL92, D94, FWW98, GPPL99, Hai96, Mil91, SJ91, Tho95, Wan94].  **Squares** [HW96, LK90, BF92, CT91, CC93, Ctn93, LGG97, Sal95, Sal99, TDDC93, TA92, Wan91].  **Stable** [BY90, Pr90, NR95, Pan92].  **stage** [CC98a, HKT93, JR96, dFMK92, MY98, RMM96, Zhe98, dK96].  **stagewise** [KH96].  **Stahel** [Mur99].  **Standard** [KO90, DG96, God94, PK95].  **standardized** [Pan92].  **starting** [CA98].  **state** [GT99, THWL97].  **state-space** [GT99].  **stationary** [Had98, Li96, TA92].  **Statistic** [Rah99, Tör90, All99, AWBW+96, Bar98, BCC97, CL91, CMY99, GB90, KL90, KE96, MTT90].  **statistical** [BJ94, CC98b, HRM99, LH97, MH98, PKD99, SM91, ZWZ93].  **statistics** [Abo92, BC92a, BC92b, BJ94, CT99, EDM91, EDMA95, HG95, Lye93, Lye94].

T [KG93]. table [RL95, SC93b]. Tables [God94, HPL95, Hor98, SE93a, S97, T90, T94, ATL92, BC92a, FW92, GK92, Kan93, KDM96, LU95, PK99, SC92]. Tabu [DMS99]. Tadikamalla [TJ90, TJ94]. Taguchi [CW96]. Tail [CH94]. tailed [OM95]. TAR [Lin95]. technique [GS99, HL92, TPSS99]. techniques [BP97, Dor93a, J93, SM98b]. terminals [T94]. Test [Don90, Tör90, Abe92, ATL92, AWB9+96, Bar98, BG93, BT92, Car98, Cha90, CPC97, CH95, jCM97, CNF95, DM95, Ekb90, ENN92, HG98, HK90b, Hsi94, Hum98, JY95, KA92, KW99, Kim94, Kim99, KW6a, LT95, LML94, L92, Lin99, Lye93, Mag91, Mar98, MX92, MMR95, Mii91, O’G96, O’G97, PP98, RWP97, Ray92, RG96b, RL95, SF93, SM98a, Sha91, Sut90, Tsu95, Vau90, WCW96, Wen96, Zh92]. testimating [CC90]. Testing [AW96, BuH97, LS98, LW94, ME91, PVEP97, Pur94, RR94, SO94, TW98, Wee96, AGAA98, AC97, Fuk94, FN98, KE96, KSS96, KR98, M92, MP97, Na96, OR95, Och93, RBL91, RW96, SC93b, Sut90, Tsu95, TPSS99]. Tests [ABL90, DP90, KC95, KG90, Koz90, Per90, RR99, ALM93, AK93b, AH95, BL94, BN98, BS97, Bro97, CP93, CS95b, CP92, Din94, DM93, EK93, FH98, GW98, G91, HS97, Hir97, Hol91, KC96, KSS96, KW96b, LL92, LW99, MZ91, MRS91, MW94, Nag90, NSS99, NM98, NdL97, O’G95, OR95,

 Updating [SW98a, WS93]. Upper [De 90]. Use
[Mil91, AC97, LGG97, PS99, PM97, SE93a, SWFK96, Smi90]. used
[Sho97, TG93, YY96]. uses [BC92b]. usin [AGAA98]. Using
[Bro97, Cer92, Gan90, HN95, HS90, Sch94, AC98, AGV96, AW96, Ano94a,
AWEW92, BP97, Cas98, CTH+94, Din97, GR92, GB97, JC93, LV99, eLH97,
PSMR95, Pla98, Sam99, Sea97, SS95, Swa92, Tan99, TW98, YSY96, Zha94].

Validation [LK90, De 95, MS98, Rac93]. validity [YPW94]. value
[BC92a, BC92b, D91, Don96, Luc94, US92]. Values
[HS90, AW96, Bla91, Bri93, CA98, FN98, HPL95, Hor98, KS96, Pan92,
Par92a, RWB97, RNN91, RKN91b, RL95, Vau92]. variability [CPC97]. Variable
[AKJ97, CFMM95, Mur98, Nis97, PR94, PCH97, RFL91, SAL92,
SAS91, YC93, YPW94]. Variables [Ct90, DG90, ALM93, And94, BG95,
BS93, CL91, CD93, Cz92, Fal99, HM92, HRM99, HD94, Kha97, Lin99,
ME94, ÖA94, Ong92, RS90, So99, SR97a, THD98]. Variance
[Hil93, HK90a, Hun90, PP98, RL90, Wan90a, Wan90b, BGDH90, CC98a,
CH95, HI94, HO94, JC93, KG91, KUK96, LS98, ME91, PM97, RR92,
RWB97, Sal99, SD96, TPSS99, UN95, WZ98, YSM94]. variance-covariance
[Sal99]. variances [BC92a, CS95b, Hoe91, HL90, KR98, MABL90, O’G95,
Par92b, Sha91, Vau92, Wil90b, Won92]. variate [Dev92, Hor98]. Variates
[DG90, BSG98, SS95, TG93]. Variation
[Tör90, GS98, LC99, Mi91, Mor99]. various [SK91]. Varma [Sal99]. vary
[Lee96]. varying [Bro97, Luc97]. Vector [Hun90, Sal97]. vectors [Mor92].
versus [MMM95, PCH97, Pur94]. very [OM95]. VI [BS94b], via [BLN94,
BM96a, Dia99, DN97, Hal96, Hil91, Phi98, Rah99, RL90, Rod99, SO95].
violated [MX92]. violations [SK93]. volume [Ano91a]. vote [Zha94].
voters [SK93]. voting [SK93, SK93]. vs [MZ91].

W [MT91]. Wald [Koz90, RWB97]. Wang [Fir91]. Watson [KSS96, LW93].
wavelet [Ogd97]. Way [KC95, ALS95, Che93, CH95, GW98, KG91, Mc96,
RBL91, SC92, SC93b, Wan92, YSM94]. Weibull
[BLN94, CC90, EDMY91, JC96, Mc96, RNN91, RNN94, Wol96]. weighing
[Nic93]. weight [PHB97]. Weighted
[Gan90, HW96, AS91, DSW96, LT95, LEKR97, MP98, SAL92, SAS91, Tsz95].
weighting [Nai96]. weights [Edl90, JLPR99]. Welch [Lee92]. white
[PP98, SK93]. width [Rac93]. Wilcoxon [KL90, O’G96]. Wilk [Rah99].
Wilks [Car98, GKh7a]. Wilson [MTvdM98]. window [Rac93]. winner
[Ata99]. without [SK90]. WLS [SKBK98]. word [KDM96]. working
[PS99]. works [MT91]. wrapped [Hol95].

x [CS95a, Tsz95]. XII [SG93b].

yield [Pie95].
Zellner [Has95].
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